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ABSTRACT Path planning is crucial for several applications, including those in industrial facilities, network
traffic, computer games, and agriculture. Enabling automated path-planning methods in smart farms is
essential to the future development of agricultural technology. Path planning is divided into global and local
planners. Global planners are divided into different types and use well-known grid-based and sampling-based
algorithms. In this paper, we propose an algorithm suitable for smart farms in combination with simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM) technology. The characteristics of the grid-based Dijkstra algorithm,
the grid-based A* algorithm, the sampling-based rapidly exploring random tree (RRT) algorithm, and the
sampling-based RRT* algorithm are discussed, and an algorithm suitable for smart farms is investigated
through field tests. We hypothesized path planning for an agricultural harvesting robot, a spraying robot,
and an agricultural transport robot, and conducted experiments in environments with static and dynamic
obstacles. In addition, the set parameters are validated experimentally. The Shapiro–Wilk test is used to
confirm the shape of the normal distribution, and the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Kruskal–Wallis
test are performed to confirm the significance of the experimental results. Smart farms aim to minimize
crop damage; thus, it is vital to reach the goal point accurately rather than quickly. Based on the results,
we determined that the A* algorithm is suitable for smart farms. The results also open the possibility of
reaching the correct destination in the shortest time when working in smart farms.
INDEX TERMS Path planning, navigation, smart farm, autonomous mobile robot, simultaneous localization
and mapping.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, agriculture is industrialized, and economies of scale
in agricultural production have been achieved. In addition,
the integration of digital technology has contributed to the
development of innovative farming techniques. In developed countries, agriculture has gone beyond human labor
and currently operates in the form of smart farms (Fig. 1).
Given the global push for sustainable agriculture, smart farms
offer a science-based agricultural alternative that utilizes
automated facilities and information and communication
technology (ICT) to observe and optimally manage the agricultural environment, to overcome the constraints of time and
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Liandong Zhu.
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space. As current smart farms are based on the greenhouse
environment, it is possible to control the environment by
controlling factors such as temperature and humidity in the
greenhouse [1].
Autonomous driving technology improves farmers’ quality
of life through simple repetitive tasks and helps reduce labor.
This technology could be applied to mobile robots, which
could be used to seed [29], harvest [5], [6], [8], spray [4], [10],
and transport [32] crops in smart farms based on greenhouse
operations.
Several machine vision-based agricultural robots that have
greater utility when applying autonomous driving technology have been developed [13]. Mobile robots, such as
unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) and unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs), are increasingly being used in agriculture,
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FIGURE 1. Smart farm at the national academy of agricultural sciences. (a) Smart farm passage. (b) Tomato greenhouse. (c) Korean melon greenhouse.

with a major focus on improving farm detection and
autonomous navigation [11]. Using robots increase the efficiency and functionality of work in complex agricultural environments [12]. The basic motion of a mobile robot follows
a row between crops, detects the end of a row, exits a row,
an rotates and enters the next row. Repeating these steps
allows the mobile robot to visit each row multiple times [14].
The range of applications of mobile robots in various fields
has gradually been expanding. They can solve the aging
problem in rural areas by minimizing the need for human
labor on farms.
Mapping and localization are important aspects of
advanced autonomous navigation systems for mobile
robots [3]. The SLAM algorithm is being actively researched
in the field of digital agriculture. Most SLAM developments
have focused on outdoor mapping for unstructured environments. However, with the advent of smart farms, indoor
SLAM has become increasingly important in the agricultural
environment. This paper maps a smart farm using a UGV
equipped with three-dimensional (3D) LiDAR and compares
the performance of a path-planning algorithm.
Navigation problems are considered as path planning,
localization, and motion control. Autonomous mobile robots
can travel on an optimal path from their starting position
to their goal without colliding with obstacles in their work
environment through path planning [2]. Path planning can be
divided into global and local path-planning methods. Global
path planning considers the given map and searches for the
entire travel path, essential for setting the optimal path rather
than the time required for path calculation. On the other hand,
a local path detects obstacles in real time with various sensors (e.g., LiDAR sensors, laser sensors, ultrasonic sensors,
infrared sensors, and cameras) and sets the path.
The contribution of this paper is the selection of an
algorithm suitable for smart farms by comparing various
global planners: 1) We conducted field evaluations in the a
special-purpose environment of a real smart farm, and 2) A
more feasible study was conducted by adding a path-planning
scenario in which static and dynamic obstacles were combined. The analyzed global planner can be applied for various
purposes in various environments.
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 defines problems
that require path planning in smart farms and explain the
concepts of path-planning algorithms. Section 4 presents the
system implemented in this experiment. Section 5 compares
path-planning algorithms in field tests with combined static
and dynamic obstacles. Section 6 discusses the limitations of
the study, Section 7 concludes the paper, and Chapter 8 talks
about future work.
II. RELATED WORK

As the interest in robotics increases, SLAM and path-planning
algorithms are being actively studied for autonomous driving
using mobile robots in atypical environments such as smart
farms.
A. SIMULTANEOUS LOCALIZATION AND MAPPING

New technologies such as machine vision and SLAM
have tremendous potential in advanced agricultural applications [13]. SLAM is divided into two main methods: visual
simultaneous localization and mapping (V-SLAM), which
depends on a camera, and light detection and ranging simultaneous localization and mapping (LiDAR-SLAM), which
depends on a LiDAR sensor. V-SLAM is still being actively
studied [64], [66], [67]. However, monocular cameras cannot
provide 3D distance information, and the depth accuracy of
stereo and RGB-D cameras is inversely proportional to their
detection range, which is about 20 m. In addition, it is difficult
to provide reliable localization due to poor performance in
tracing feature points in an environment that lacks texture,
such as a white wall without objects [65]. On the other
hand, the LiDAR sensor not only provides centimeter-level
distance information but also has a wide detection range and
is unaffected by lighting conditions [33], [34]. LiDAR is more
suitable because the outer wall of a smart farm is made of
glass or vinyl and is easily affected by light during the day.
Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) has been
developed for use in various fields [15], including agriculture.
Among LiDAR-based SLAM algorithms, Gmapping [16] and
Google’s Cartographer [17] are the most commonly used. The
trajectory obtained from the Google’s Cartographer system
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TABLE 1. Summary of the characteristics of evaluated algorithms.

was compared with the ground truth, and favorable results
were obtained, relevant for indoor robotics applications [18].

searched according to the purpose of the algorithm. This
study evaluates algorithms for setting the optimal path for
almost every path between the start and goal points.

B. PATH-PLANNING ALGORITHMS IN SMART FARMS

The basic algorithm is the basis for the application. The
grid-based Dijkstra [44], [58] and A* [53] – [59] algorithms
and the sampling-based RRT [62], [63] and RRT* [43],
[60], [61] algorithms have been used in many recent studies. Path-planning algorithms are being studied for various
applications, such as in surgical robots [50] and autonomous
underwater vehicles [51]; a hybrid path-planning algorithm
based on membranes [35], [36] is also being studied. In agricultural environments, research in navigation with mobile
robots continues as well [7], [9]. To the best of our knowledge,
there are not many navigation studies carried out in real,
indoor smart farms. Research is mostly carried out in outdoor agricultural environments such as orchards and paddy
fields [30], [31] and cannot be applied to indoor agricultural
environments. We need to know the basic path-planning algorithm and scale it up for agriculture.
III. PATH-PLANNING ALGORITHMS

We need to select an appropriate path-planning algorithm
considering the special environment of a smart farm. Pathplanning algorithms have their individual characteristics.
In this section, we identify the reasons for the need for path
planning in a smart farm and analyze the characteristics of
various path-planning algorithms.
A. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In smart farms, various robots, such as harvesting robots,
spraying robots, and transportation robots, are used depending on the purpose. There may be many dynamic or static
obstacles in the robot driving path. As only one robot can
pass through the internal corridor and gates, for various
robots to work, it is necessary to set the path efficiently. The
path-planning algorithm searches for the number of paths
the robot travels in various cases. The optimum path is then
VOLUME 10, 2022

B. PATH-PLANNING ALGORITHMS

Grid-based and sampling-based algorithms are the most
widely used global path planners; for example, Dijkstra
and A* and the rapidly exploring random tree (RRT) and
RRT*, respectively. A grid-based search efficiently expresses
obstacles and nonobstacles by dividing the space into grids.
Sampling-based path planning is used for finding a path by
creating multiple sample points at random and searching
point-wise space, without dividing the space into grids. The
selected algorithms have many advantages and disadvantages; the results are summarized in Table 1. Obstacles may
appear during navigation, and the robot attempts to avoid
them [20]; obstacle avoidance is inevitable during navigation,
and navigation is the basic operation task for a mobile robot.
The path-planning algorithm must determine where the robot
is, where it should be going, and how it will interact with its
environment (such as static obstacles and dynamic obstacles).
Therefore, to proceed with path planning, global and local
indices must be considered simultaneously. The local planner
mainly responds to unpredictable situations by reflecting the
conditions around the robot in real time. The global planner,
on the other hand, plans the entire path and takes precedence
over the local planner in path planning. If the global planner
is set up properly and no visible external action takes place,
a small number of calculations from the local planner can
allow it to reach the goal point. Both global and local planners
are important, but this study focused on the global planner.
In this study, the local planner was fixed to the dynamic
window approach (DWA) algorithm; thus, only global path
planners were compared.
1) DIJKSTRA ALGORITHM

The Dijkstra algorithm [20] is a typical method for determining the shortest path and solves the optimization problem.
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Algorithm 1 Dijkstra Algorithm
Set OpenList as a priority queue
OpenList.push(START)
Set CloseList as an empty set
while OpenList.top() is not the GOAL do
Current = OpenList.top()
OpenList.pop(Current)
CloseList.push(Current)
for Neighbors of Current do
f(Neighbor) = g(Neighbor)
Neighbor in OpenList and cost < f(Neighbor)
select a Neighbor with a lower cost in all Neighbors
if Neighborα < Neighborβ then
Remove Neighborβ
end if
end for
end while
Get the solution by reversing path from GOAL to START

Algorithm 2 A* Algorithm
Set OpenList as a priority queue
OpenList.push(START)
Set CloseList as an empty set
while OpenList.top() is not the GOAL do
Current = OpenList.top()
OpenList.pop(Current)
CloseList.push(Current)
for Neighbors of Current do
f(Neighbor) = g(Neighbor) + h(Neighbor)
Neighbor in OpenList and cost < f(Neighbor)
select a Neighbor with a lower cost in all Neighbors
if Neighborα < Neighborβ then
Remove Neighborβ
end if
end for
end while
Get the solution by reversing path from GOAL to START

This is a greedy algorithm, which means that when a decision
must be made, it selects the best choice available at the
moment. Based on a breadth-first search (BSF), this algorithm searches the path from the starting point to all points; it
is a method for exploring widely before exploring deeply. The
Dijkstra algorithm was used because it is difficult to express
the shortest distance when considering weights.
The Dijkstra algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. The
basic logic of the Dijkstra algorithm is to add the shortest
point based on the start point and update the shortest distance
(Table 1). The Dijkstra algorithm is suitable for use when
a single source and all nodes are given. The weights of
points not yet connected are infinite. The Dijkstra algorithm
is defined as

find an approximation of the shortest path rather than finding
the complete shortest path. In the A* algorithm, h(n) has the
greatest impact on performance (Table 1). Dijkstra is a special
case of the A* algorithm with h(n) = 0. The A* algorithm is
defined as

f (n) = g(n)
•
•

•

(1)

n is the current node on the path.
f (n) is the cost of the shortest path of all possible paths
that can go from the start node n0 to the goal node G via
the current node n.
g(n) is the cost of the path from the start node to current
node n.

2) A* ALGORITHM

The A* algorithm, a grid-based path-planning algorithm, differs from other graph-based search algorithms in that it uses
heuristic functions to evaluate the distance to the goal. The
A* algorithm is useful when given one source and one object.
An efficient algorithm needs a method for determining the
fewest possible nodes when searching for the optimal path;
choosing a node not on the optimal path is a waste of effort.
The A* algorithm assumes that f (n) can be computed for any
node n [21]; it is described in Algorithm 2.
In this study, we used the Euclidean distance heuristic [22].
The shortest path is established by comparing the sum of the
weights and the heuristic function. The A* algorithm aims to
60256

f (n) = g(n) + h(n)
•

(2)

h(n) is a heuristic function that estimates the cost of the
lowest path from the current node n to the goal.

3) RRT ALGORITHM

RRT is a sampling-based path-planning method that randomly generates multiple sample points to find the path.
It generates a sufficient number of sample points in space,
checks whether they collide with obstacles, and detects the
free space efficiently. The key result is that the distribution of
the RRT vertices converges toward the sampling distribution,
which is usually uniform [23]. However, it is unlikely that
the sample will exactly match the goal point; thus, a threshold must be set. RRT allows one to move through a highdimensional space, which is almost impossible to find with
a grid-based search (Table 1).
The configuration consists of a tree made up of nodes and
edges. An edge is a line-connecting node. RRT is often used
for motion planning because it efficiently creates paths, even
in complex environments with various obstacles. Recently,
many improved algorithms have been developed to overcome
the various shortcomings of RRT, RRT* is a typical example.
RRT algorithm is described in Algorithm 3.
4) RRT* ALGORITHM

RRT* seeks to solve the optimality problem based on RRT.
It has been proven that the costs obtained using RRT* converge to the optimum solution when the number of samples
is increased infinitely (Table 1). The optimal motion planning
VOLUME 10, 2022
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Algorithm 3 RRT Algorithm
Set up qstart , qgoal
List.push(qstart )
while DISTANCE(qnew ,qgoal ) > dthreshold do
qrand = RANDOM_NODE()
qnearest = List(qrand )
qnew = EXTEND(qnearest ,qrand ,γ )
if qnew != OBSTACLE then
set qnearest to qnew ’s parent
List.push(qnew )
end if
end while
FIGURE 2. Jackal UGV in smart farm.

Algorithm 4 RRT* Algorithm
Set up qstart , qgoal
List.push(qstart )
while DISTANCE(qnew ,qgoal ) > dthreshold do
qrand = RANDOM_NODE()
qnearest = List(qrand )
qnew = EXTEND(qnearest ,qrand ,γ )
if qnew != OBSTACLE then
List.push(qnew )
end if
for Neighbors of List do
qfirst in List and cost < qnearest
set qfirst to qnew ’s parent
if qsecond in List and cost < qnew then
set qsecond to qnew 0 s parent
end if
end for
end while

problem imposes an additional requirement that the resulting
feasible path be minimized [24]. The difference from RRT
is the reselection of the parent node and reconstruction of
the tree, thus removing unused nodes and freeing the search
algorithm to focus on improving the solution. RRT* creates
a straight path, and the graph is different from the graph of
RRT; it is described in Algorithm 4.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental configuration was as follows: 1) create
maps of smart farms; 2) set the way points and goal point; and
3) drive along the path. The experiment was conducted in an
environment with static and dynamic obstacles. The experiment was conducted in two smart farms, reflecting the various
smart farm environments. We briefly mention three experiments: Short-distance path planning with static obstacles
(Case 1), long-distance path planning with static obstacles
(Case 2), and path planning with dynamic obstacles (Case 3).
A. COMMON CONDITION

For the field tests, the experiment was conducted using the
Jackal UGV from Clearpath Robotics, and this platform was
VOLUME 10, 2022

FIGURE 3. Navigation system architecture. (a) H/W architecture. (b) S/W
architecture.

controlled by a Jetson TX2. To acquire 3D point cloud data,
a LiDAR sensor from Velodyne VLP-16 was placed above
the platform as the primary sensor (Fig. 2). The VLP-16 has
16 lasers with a 360-degree horizontal field of view and a
30-degree vertical field of view. The hardware architecture is
described in Fig. 3(a), and the software architecture is shown
in Fig. 3(b). The hardware was implemented using the robot
operating system (ROS) Melodic in Ubuntu 18.04.
The experiment for short-distance path planning with static
obstacles assumed a harvesting or spraying robot; Jackal goes
through gates into the first tomato greenhouse for harvesting or spraying tomatoes. The experiment for long-distance
path planning with static obstacles assumed a transportation
robot; Jackal loads tomatoes from the first tomato greenhouse and moves to the second Korean melon greenhouse
to load Korean melons. The experiment for path planning
with dynamic obstacles assumed a supervising robot; Jackal
avoids other working robots and enters the greenhouse.
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FIGURE 4. Smart farm map of path planning with static obstacles.

TABLE 2. Performance metrics.

1) SIMULTANEOUS LOCALIZATION AND MAPPING

SLAM was required before proceeding with the path-planning
algorithm comparison test. SLAM technology uses a 3D
cartographer algorithm combined with the A* algorithm.
Cartographer is a LiDAR SLAM method that uses inertial
measurement unit (IMU) and LiDAR data. IMU data are used
to generate an initial estimate of robot motion, while LiDAR
data updates the IMU-based estimate through scan matching
against the constructed map. Among SLAM algorithms,
Cartographer accumulates drift but corrects for drift by closing the loop [25].
The smart farm used 3D SLAM because the outer wall is
made of transparent material and allows the passage of light.
The map generated using Cartographer before the experiment
is shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
2) SELECTION OF PARAMETERS

For a fully fair comparison of the performances of the algorithms being compared, the control parameters were tuned
to produce the same magnitude of force for each algorithm.
Algorithms are partially random, so the result is not always
the same. We fixed the velocity parameters of the algorithms
to either 0.5 m/s or 1.0 m/s. As a result, in Fig. 6, the accelerations of the algorithms are different, but they converge is to
the similar velocity. We finally set the velocity to 0.5 m/s to
60258

minimize localization errors such as robot slippage that may
occur in the experimental environment.
We set the conversion tolerance to 0.5 as a common
condition. Additionally, in the case of the sampling algorithm, the number of samples was set equally to 200,000
or more because many samples are needed to search a wide
environment.
3) PERFORMANCE METRIC

Algorithm performances were compared based on the following properties: time to reach the goal point [69], localization
accuracy (robot position and orientation), and success rate
(Table 2). For the experimental results of all algorithms,
we computed the mean and standard deviation of the time
to path the goal point and the position and orientation of
the robot. The time to reach the goal point includes the time
taken to calculate the path and drive to the destination. The
localization accuracy was calculated as the relative distance
between the endpoint and the goal point. We used position
and orientation coordinates as performance metrics more
precisely than in previous studies because location accuracy
is important [39], [68]. To the best of our knowledge, few
studies have used position and orientation coordinates as
performance indicators. The success rate was defined as the
number of successful autonomous driving cycles divided by
the total number of experiments [70], [71]. In this study,
VOLUME 10, 2022
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TABLE 3. Goal point of field test.

transportation robot. The experiment was performed by designating the 12th rail (Table 3) of the fourth Korean melon
greenhouse as the goal point. According to the path specified
by the operator, the crops were to be transported past the 5th
rail of the fifth tomato greenhouse and moved to the 3rd and
12th rails of the fourth Korean melon greenhouse.
C. EXPERIMENT 2: PATH PLANNING WITH
DYNAMIC OBSTACLES

Dynamic obstacles are unexpected objects that are not
reflected on the map. The robot avoids unpredictable obstacles that appear in real time through local path planning.
FIGURE 5. Smart farm map of path planning with dynamic obstacles.

1) DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT

path failure means that the autonomous mobile robot cannot
reach the goal point due to internal or external problems. The
internal problem refers to the robot falling into an infinite loop
if it cannot create a path to the goal point or update the path
because it does not know its current location while driving.
The external problem refers to when the robot collides with
an obstacle. When this occurs, in most cases, the robot cannot
reach the goal point.
B. EXPERIMENT 1: PATH PLANNING WITH
STATIC OBSTACLES

A static obstacle is a fixed obstacle reflected on the map. The
robot creates a map with static obstacles through SLAM and
plans a global path.
1) DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT

The algorithm performance was tested at the smart farm
(Fig. 1) of the National Academy of Agricultural Sciences
in Wanju-gun, Jeollabuk-do, Republic of Korea. This smart
farm comprises a control room, loading docks for storing
harvested crops, warehouses, and five greenhouses. It is an
indoor smart farm, so there is no great challenge in moving
the mobile robot, but robot slippage might occur.
2) SCENARIO

Short-distance path planning with static obstacles (Fig. 7(a))
assumed a harvesting or spraying robot. The experiment was
conducted by designating the 10th rail (Table 3) of the fifth
tomato greenhouse as the goal point. The robot was to move
to the 6th and 10th rails of the fifth tomato greenhouse
designated by the operator and harvest crops. Long-distance
path planning with static obstacles (Fig. 7(b)) assumed a
VOLUME 10, 2022

The algorithm performance was tested at the smart farm
(Fig. 8) of the Korea Agricultural Technology Practicalization
Agency in Iksan, Jeollabuk-do, Republic of Korea. This is a
semi-indoor smart farm with sand and gravel on the floor,
which is simply covered with sackcloth. In such an environment, it is difficult for a mobile robot to drive and an odometry
error is easy to occur.
2) SCENARIO

The field test with dynamic obstacles used heterogeneous
robots that moved in and out of the greenhouse for work
(Fig. 9). The experiment was conducted by designating the
6th rail (Table 3) of the greenhouse as the goal point. According to the path specified by the operator, the robot was to
move past the 4th rail of the greenhouse to the 6th rail. Here,
when the robot entered the greenhouse to move to rail 4,
it would encounter another robot that had finished its work.
Dynamic obstacle avoidance would occur at the point where
the paths of the robots intersect.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of the field test path planning for the smart farm
are presented in Table 5 and Figure 10. In the resulting
Table 5, the best values are presented in bold. The experiment
investigated which of the grid-based algorithms, Dijkstra,
A*, and the sampling-based algorithms RRT and RRT* are
suitable for smart farm environments. Grid-based algorithms
frequently generate paths closer to obstacles compared to
sampling-based algorithms (Fig. 11). They can potentially
generate the shortest path, and the search speed is relatively
high. Sampling-based algorithms can generate a variety of
unpredictable paths and can navigate complex environments.
Path planning with dynamic obstacles generates new paths
60259
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FIGURE 6. Experimental results of control parameter tuning. (a) Velocity is 0.5 m/s. (b) Velocity is 1.0 m/s.

when unpredictable objects are captured by LiDAR based on
maps generated using SLAM (Fig. 12).
Based on Table 2, performance metrics are set up for evaluation. We are interested in the time and localization accuracy
at which the autonomous mobile robot reaches its goal point
when using each algorithm. Through the experimental results,
it is possible to understand the characteristics of the algorithm
and to check the differences according to the experimental
environment.
To evaluate the algorithm proposed in this study, the benchmark function was used, as listed in Table 4. Data were
analyzed using the Shapiro–Wilk test [26] to evaluate the
normality of the sample distribution. The Shapiro–Wilk test,
a test of normality, rejects the null hypothesis of the test of
normality at the smallest sample size compared to other tests
at all levels of skewness and kurtosis. If the experimental
data were in the form of a normal distribution, ANOVA
analysis was performed, and the other Kruskal–Wallis test
was performed. If the p-value > 0.05, marked with *, the
mean of all groups was considered equal, i.e., the difference
between the averages of all groups was not large enough to
be statistically significant. However, if p-value < 0.05, the
difference between the average rankings of some groups is
sufficiently large to be statistically significant.
A. EXPERIMENT 1: PATH PLANNING WITH
STATIC OBSTACLES

In short-distance path planning with static obstacles, the
RRT* algorithm reached the goal point the fastest, followed
60260

FIGURE 7. Two cases for path planning with static obstacles.
(a) Short-distance path planning with static obstacles, where tomatoes
are harvested or sprayed while moving rails in the first greenhouse.
(b) Long-distance path planning with static obstacles, where Korean
melons are transported in second greenhouse after transporting
tomatoes in first greenhouse.

by the A* algorithm, and the Dijkstra algorithm took the
longest time to reach the goal. These results indicate that the
VOLUME 10, 2022
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TABLE 4. Statistical analysis of results.

FIGURE 8. Semi-indoor smart farm at the Korea agricultural technology
practicalization agency. (a) Outside the greenhouse. (b) Inside the
greenhouse.

the goal point was sufficiently valuable to be statistically
significant.
B. EXPERIMENT 2: PATH PLANNING WITH
DYNAMIC OBSTACLE

FIGURE 9. Path planning with dynamic obstacle intersecting with other
working robots when entering the greenhouse.

Dijkstra algorithm’s search speed is slow because it searches
all nodes. The localization accuracy was relatively high in
the A* and RRT algorithms. For short-distance path planning
with static obstacles, position x was sufficiently valuable to
be statistically significant.
For long-distance path planning with static obstacles, the
Dijkstra algorithm reached the goal point the fastest. The A*
algorithm took a long time to find the long path, indicating
that the A* algorithm relies on heuristic functions and is
not always faster than the Dijkstra algorithm [42], [43].
In this experiment, the RRT algorithm took the longest time
to reach its goal point. The localization accuracy was relatively high in the A* and RRT algorithms. For long-distance
path planning with static obstacles, the time to reach
VOLUME 10, 2022

In path planning with dynamic obstacles, the A* algorithm
reached the goal point the fastest. The localization accuracy
was relatively high in the A* and RRT algorithms. If the A*
algorithm creates the shortest path according to the heuristic
function, it can significantly reduce the drive time compared
to other algorithms. Further, the shorter the distance is, the
better the search. The A* algorithm has been studied and
applied according to its purpose until recently [53], [72].
We discovered experimentally the algorithm suitable for
smart farms.
VI. DISCUSSION

We considered the autonomous driving problem of smart
farms from various perspectives.
A. PRACTICAL AUTONOMOUS DRIVING FOR SMART FARM

As there are various movements inside a smart farm, we considered application scenarios of practical autonomous driving
technology in a smart farm environment. For the case of
repetitive movements (e.g., harvesting operation) in a stationary environment, we propose a method for combining a
technology that enables followings a magnetic guide-line and
60261
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FIGURE 10. Results of field test. From the left: Time to reach goal point (s), position x (m), position y (m), orientation z (rad ), orientation w (rad ).
(a) Short-distance path planning with static obstacles. (b) Long-distance path planning with static obstacles. (c) Path planning with dynamic obstacle.

autonomous driving technology that enables movement to the
desired location in real time.
B. COMPLEMENTED A* ALGORITHM

We devised a hypothesis for addressing the limitations of
the A* algorithm. The Bellman–Ford algorithm is negatively
weighted. The Dijkstra and A* algorithms are not capable of handling the negative weights that the Bellman–Ford
algorithm can handle. The Bellman–Ford algorithm was not
considered because this study has no negative weights [27].
60262

Although the fast search speed is an advantage of the A* algorithm, the actual shortest path search has a high probability
of failure in a complex and irregular environment [28]. Path
planning failures and heuristic-dependent problems were mitigated by applying an inverse algorithm.
C. IMPROVED LOCALIZATION ACCURACY

The localization accuracy can be increased by using landmarks that use Quick Response (QR) codes or AprilTags;
this was confirmed in a previous study. Using QR codes as
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TABLE 5. Results of field test.

FIGURE 11. Grid-based algorithms generate a path close to the obstacle and arrive at the goal point in the relatively shortest path.
A sampling-based algorithm that randomly generates nodes creates different paths. (a) Path of A* algorithm. (b) Path of RRT* algorithm.
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and bumpy road surfaces can hit the wheels, accumulating
errors and resulting in inaccurate navigation [45].
VII. CONCLUSION

In this study, we evaluated path planning algorithms based
on their suitability for smart farms. We compared and analyzed the well-known grid-based Dijkstra and A* algorithms
and sampling-based RRT and RRT* algorithms. The three
analyses were based on the following: 1) Short-distance path
planning with static obstacles 2) Long-distance path planning
with static obstacles 3) Path planning with dynamic obstacles. In addition, the reliability was increased by conducting
the field experiment under the same conditions through the
separately conducted parameter setting experiment.
In special environments such as smart farms, it is essential
to minimize damage to crops, so it is more important to accurately reach the target rather than quickly. The A* algorithm
showed high localization accuracy in all cases and is more
predictable than the sampling-based algorithm. Considering
the multi-robot, it showed the best performance in terms
of time and location even in an environment with dynamic
obstacles. The results of the experiment confirmed that the
A* algorithm is suitable for smart farms. Furthermore, the
A* algorithm is still frequently studied, and we can apply it
in many different ways.
VIII. FUTURE WORK

FIGURE 12. When an unpredictable object not on the map is detected on
the LiDAR, the robot recognizes the obstacle and creates a new path.

landmarks in the smart farm environment, two landmarks
were used over a short distance and three landmarks were
used over a long distance. The goal point could not be reached
without using landmarks, and using them allowed the goal
point to be reached with a small margin of error.
D. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Smart farms exist in various forms. We visited a
well-maintained indoor smart farm and a semi-indoor
smart farm that somewhat resembled the outdoors. A wellmaintained indoor smart farm should consider slippage and
narrow entrances to and from one vehicle. Additionally, in a
semi-indoor smart farm, if the floor is similar to a field and the
sackcloth on the floor is not fixed well, the localization error
becomes more severe. In a variety of environments, both flat
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Path planning is important for scaling to multi-robots in a
smart farm. Smart farms of the future will require multiple
robots to perform different roles and collaborate for various functions. In a multi-robot environment, different robots
become dynamic obstacles, so we must devise better applications for controlling multiple single robots based on the
current evaluation. The problem of path planning extends
to the multi-UGV path planning and coordination problem.
Each robot needs to implement SLAM and navigation, further
considering planning between multiple robots. We plan to
investigate a robot that harvests by placing a robot arm on
a platform [6], a robot that controls spraying by attaching
a sprayer, and a robot that transports harvested crops to a
loading box.
The main contribution of this study is that it identified a
basic algorithm suitable for autonomous driving in a smart
farm, which has infinite potential for development in a
specialized field. This will motivate subsequent studies to
improve the overall performance of control systems from a
human perspective of the design and application of system
parameters.
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